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This is a final report  for  a contractual effort on free-space microwave 
power transmission ca r r i ed  out for  the Marshall  Space ?light Center during the period 
from December 9, 1969 to July 31, 1974. The work ca r r i ed  out under this contract  
represents a major contribution to the technology of free-space power transmission. 
In  particular, the resul t  of this effort has led to the acceptance of the fact that ordinarv 
d c  electrical  power can b e  transferred from one point to  another with high efficiency 
by f i r s t  wnvertiug the dc power into microwave power a t  the transmitting point. form ing 
an  efficient microwave beam for transferring the power, and then absorbing this micro- 
wave power and converting i t  back into dc  power a t  the receiving point. The highly 
efficient behavior of such a power t ransfer  system has not been intuitively accepted 
bccause many c o ~ ~ p o n e n t  and interface efficiencies must be  multiplied together to 
obtain the overall efficiency of the system. Surprisingly. with the selection of the 
proper technology. it has been found that a l l  of the component efficiencies can be very 
high. 
With general  acceptance that efficient transfer of power i s  possible. i t  
is expected that other basic advantages of a microwave power transmission system will 
be recognized. These basic advantages include two unique features: the absence of a 
need for a physical medium for transferring the power from one point to  another. and the 
fact that the energy conversion svstems require little material  mass. It i s  a combinz tion 
of these two features which makes certain new concepts such n s  the satell i te so la r  power 
station of practical significance. 
The original interest a t  Marshall Space Flight Center that led to a study of 
a microwave power transmission system was in connection with an astronomical observ- 
atory in wbich power was to be transmitted from ;I central  manned station to a co-orbiting 
daughter satellite. ''* As a result  of this interest. Mr .  W. Robinson o f  NASA-h1SFC 
investigateda the s ta te  of the a r t  of microwave power transmission and found that ;a 
significant amount of experimental work had been donc ~ tnd  reported upon. 4 , s .  6 , i .  A 
Subsequently, W. Brown of the Raytheon C o m p ~ n y  gsvc a !aboratory type demonstr;!tion 
of microwave power transmission to the MSFC director and his staff ;,I October. 1968. 
A contract  was  subsequently given to Raytheon Company for  a system study in 
December, 1969. 
Ear ly  in the study, it became apparent that the bas ic  technology needed 
a considerable amount of upgrading, and this aspect  received he bulk of attention in 
subsequent w o r k  In particular, the efficiency of the recept io~;  and rectification part  
of the system received a great  deal  of attention. Eventually, this was improved to 
the point where other  portions of the sys tem w e r e  limiting the efficiencv. Improve- 
ments were then made in efficient microwave beam launching. A s  a result  of this 
effort an  overall  d c  t o  dc efficiency in excess  of 5% was achieved. 
In the future the applications of microwave power transmission may b e  
greatly different than those envisaged in 1969 when the effort covered by the following 
repor t  began. However, the improvements in the technology achieved under the MSFC 
sponsorship a r e  basic t o  a l l  applications, new o r  old, and constitute a major  forward 
thrust  in the technology of microwave power t r ansmiss ion  
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ABSTRACT 
This repor t  presents the resul ts  of the contracted portion of a study effort on 
the technology of free-space power transmission by microwave beam supporred by the 
Marshall Space Flight Center of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration in 
the t ime period from December, 1969 to July, 1974. A description of the s teps  that 
were  taken t o  increase the overall  d c  to d c  efficiency of microwave power transmission 
from 15% to over  50% i s  given. 
Included in this overall  efficiency were  the efficiencies of the d c  to microwave 
conversion, the microwave transmission itself, and the microwave to d c  convers ion 
~mprovemects  in launching the microwave beam with high efficiency by means of a dual- 
mode horn resulted in 95% of the output of the microwave generator reaching the receiving 
area.  Emphasis was placed upon successive improvements in reception and rectification 
of the microwave power, resulting in the design of a rectenna device for this purpose whose 
efficiency was 75%. The test  procedures and the hardware dt-vtloped under this effort 
were  the basis f o r  la ter  tests  certified by the J e t  Propulsion Laboratory in which an  
overall dc to dc  efficiency of 54% was achieved. 
1.0 SUMMARY 
1. 1 Introduction 
This repor t  is the third of a series9'  lo of repor t s  of a comprehensive 
and summary n a t ~ r e  written under contract number NAS-8-25374. The new mater ia l  
in this repor t  covers  the period of June 30, 1972 to July 31, i974. However, because 
this repor t  will a l so  be the las t  one under this contract, important work completed in 
other phases will ei ther be summarized o r  be included a s  appendices to  provide a single 
reference for the total contractual effort. 
The major accomplishments of this study may be summarized a s  follows: 
1. Several  demonstrations of successively improved overall  
- 
efficiency of a microwave power transmission system, defined 
a s  the ra t io  of the dc power output of the system to the dc  power 
input. 
2. Several basic improvements in rectenna design including (a) more  
- 
efficient and more  powerful GaAs Schottky-barrier diodes; (b) 
low-pass microwave fi l ter  input to the rectenna element; (c) 
development of a simplified but efficient half-wave rectif ier  
circuit; (d) s t a r t  of the development of a computer program 
which takes the fine s t ructure  of the rectenna element and the rectif ier  
into consideration; (e) design of :i rectenna to use in a high overall 
efficiency system and to maximize the amount of useful experimental 
data. 
3. - Improved method of more  efficiently launching the microwave beam. 
4. The development of a design procedure for n microwave: beam traps- 
- 
mission system of a r b i t r l ~ r y  transmission efficiency :and transmission 
distance in which a point-source of microw;lvc power is used to excite 
the system. 
5. A new design procedi. !-e Sol- a low-cost ellipsoid:~l reflector 
- 
These accomplishments a r e  !?$v. described in g rea te r  detail: 
1.2 Overall Microwave Power Transmission Efficiency Improvements 
It i s  believed that the succession of experiments and demonstrations 
indicating steady progress  in overall  microwave power transmission efficiency represents  
the major accomplishment of this study. An improvement in overall  efficiency i s  the 
ultimate technical cri terion because i t  reflects not only improvements in efficiency in 
the par ts  of the system but a l so  improvements in the interfaces between these parts. 
High overall dc  to dc efficiency is considered a necessary objective for microwave 
power transmission technology s::lce in nearly al l  applications ordinary electrical  power 
is availab!e a t  the transmitting end and qrdinary electrical  power i s  wanted a t  the receiving 
end. In the context in which we use it, the term ordinary electrical  power may be either 
dc  power o r  60 cycle ac;  the routine conversion between these two forms of ordinary 
electrical  power i s  not considered a part of the microwave power tr :~nsmission system.  
To understand the nature of the improvements that have been made, it i s  
desirable to break up a microwave power transmission system into the following three 
major parts  a s  shown in Figure 1 and indicated below: 
I. Conversion of dc  power to microwave power. 
- 
2. Transfer  of microwrlve power from the output of thc micro- 
- 
wave generator to the receiving point. 
3. Collection and rectific:rtion of the microw;rve power a t  the 
- 
-eceiving end. 
F o r  convenience. the efficiencies :tssoci;r ted wi th  l hcse princip:rl elc.nents 
w ~ l l  be re;erred to a s  n , and vr. respectivrry? Thus, the o\ ( l r :~l l  rfficieocy of the l l r  "k 
sys  tern is 17 = r) q 17 g t r' 
* 
Each of these efficiencies brt;r!;s down into ;I set  of sut,,~f!'icicncics ivhich ;rrc s!~.ic.ll\ 
defined and which a r e  nccdcd f )I. det:riled s tudv  of a rnicrow;t\c~ po\vcl- tr :~ns~nissic;n 
system. For  a definition of thcse efficicncicts, sclc, Iiclfcrc,ncc I I .  
CONVERSION 
MICROWA'JE 
POWER 
1 
I 
COI-LECTION d 
MICROWAVE BEAM LINK CONVERSION 
2 
6 8 3 4 8 6 - 1  
Figure 1. Elements of a Free-Space Microwave Power Transmission System 
Before discussing the efficiency results ,  i t  may b e  desirable to point out 
that the efficiency of the c ~ n \ ~ e r s i o n  f dc power to microwave power has  not been 
of pr ime concern to this study. Although we found it expedient in ocrr tests t o  use  
off-the-shelf magnetrons which were  not particularly efficient, there  is experimental 
dab on CIY crossed field devices that indicates a n  efficiency of a t  least  6%. can be 
o i ~  ta ined. 12' 13' l4 Furtber ,  the interface between the microwave generator  a d  the 
antenna feed i s  not a t  3 11 c r  i~ ica l .  The study, therefore, concentrated on that par t  
of the system beginning ;lt the terminals of the microwave generator and ending a i  
the dc output a t  the receiving end. That was  the portion of the system needing develop- 
ment effort and where obhining high efficiency was in doubt. Therefore, in presenting 
the results ,  the combined transmission and collection rectification efficiency is 
presented along with the overall d c  to d c  efficiency. 
We have a l s o  included in the resul ts  certified measurements  that were  made 
after  the conclusion of the contract. These measurements which were  made on the 
system after  the addition of a few modifications to modestly improve the efficiency were  
certified by Quality Assurance personnel from J e t  Propulsion Laboratory in response 
to a des i re  expressed for certified measurements by Dr. William Johnson of MSFC 
15 
and Samuel Fordyce of the Communicat ior~ Directolate a t  NASA headquarters. These 
resul ts  a r e  included here  because of their  very close association with the MSFC work 
and because they aid the credibility of the other resul ts  that a r e  presenied. 
Figure 2 indicates the progress  that has been made in the efficiency of micro- 
wave power transmission a s  a function of time. The overall  d c  to d c  efficiency has 
inc eased from 15% in 1963 to 547 in 1975. And the combined transmission and collection 
afficiency (the ra t io  of the d c  output from the rectenna to the rf power out of the micro- 
wave generator source) has increaseJ from 25% to 78%. I t  i s  interesting to observe that 
if a microwave generator of 85q efficiency (3 reasonable value to expect from a tube 
specifically designed a t  24.50 MHz for this kind of application) had been available, an  
overall d c  to dc  efficiency of 66% would have been r ~ a l i z e d .  
With Figure 2 a s  a reference to  identify the successi\-c developments, it may be 
of interest  to review the high points of these successive c'ci-elopmcnts. 
@ Y L N C R  LPS - RAWEON M Y  1963 
SCIENCE LA8 MSFC KPT 1970 
LAB-= 19n - 
R A Y N O N  LAB - MARCH 1915 DATA VERFED BY JQL 
I - - - - - - - - - -  
EFFKIENCY 
OVERALL DC TO DC EFFICIENCY 
63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 073265 
YEAR 
Figure 2. P r o g r e s s  in the Eff ic iency of Free-Spac c Microwave 
Power Transmiss ion  a s  a Function of T ime  
The point of departure for efficiencv improvement was  the microwave power 
5 
tralrsmission system tested a t  Spencer Laboratory of the Raytheon Company in 1963. 
A photograph of this s e t  up is shown in Figure 3. The approach used conventional 
transmitting and receiving apertures,  and a close-spaced thermionic diode a s  a 
rectifier. From the standpoint of high efficiency, the resul ts  clearly demonstrated 
:he inabiiity of the receiving ~ p e r t u r e  t o  match the incoming beam pattern with good 
efficiency. a m  the limited capability of the close-spaced diode rectif ier .  
The nest measurement ot overall  efficiency was on a sys tem assembled a t  
R a ~ t h e o n  and transported to  Marshall Space Fligfit Center where the overall  efficiency 
measurements were  made in 1 9 7 ~ ~ ~  This sys tem i s  shown in Figure 4. A s  shown in 
Figure 4, the s ~ s t e m  uses  a completely new type of receiving device called the wrectenmw. 
The r e c t e m a  device had been conceived and developed in the intervening period of t ime  
for  a helicopter application. l7 Although the rectenna wits in a n  ear ly  s tage of develop- 
ment, it had the potential to  match e f f i c i e n t l ~  to  any pattern of incoming radiation. I t  
a l s o  utilized solid state r e c t i f ~ e r s  which a l s o  had the potential for  very high efiiciency. 
Although there was an  improvement in the overall  efficiency with this arrangement,  
and the rectenna was a n  esciting innovation, there were  two defects in the system. 
One of these was the large  amount of power contained in the s ide  lobes of the power 
radiated from the horn. The other was a large amount of power reflected from the 
rectenna. 
The next effort  was devoted to correcting these defects. I S  The deficiency of the 
radiating horn was corrected with the design and construction of a dual mode horn. 19 
The reflected power from the rectenna was greatly reduced by placing the elements c lose r  
together. A better  geometrx of the svstem was a l s o  established by making the rectenna 
in c i rcu la r  form to  match the c i rcular  pattern of the beam. These changes had the 
impact of increasing the combined transmission and collection and rectification efficiency 
from 41% to 61%, and pointed the way toward further improvement by taking full advantage 
of the gaussirtn illumination pattern of the dusl-mode horn and the c i rcular  format of the 
rectenna. The test se t  up f o r  this development s b g e  is shown in Figure 5. 





EFFICIENCY TESTS EFFICIENCIES OBTAINED 
') t '1, Ovem I I 
DATE LOCAT 10 N Generation Transmission Reception DC-DC 
MAY 1963 SPENCER LAB 
RAYTHEON 60% 66% 38. !% 15.3% 
SEPT 1970 MS FC , NASA 65 80 51 .O 26.6 
DEC 1971 RAYTHEON -- 94 64.0 -- 
MAY 1974 NEW PRDDUCTS 
RAYTHEON 68 95 75.0 48 
MARCH 1975 RAYTHEON 
JPL CERTIFIED 69 95 82 54 
F i g u r e  7. S u m m a r y  of m i c r o w a v e  po-..ver t r a n s m i s s i o n  s y s t e m  
d e v e l o p m e n t s  a n d  the  e f f i c i e n c i e s  tha t  h a v e  b e e n  
o b t a i n e d  f r o m  t h e m .  
The system efficiencies that hcve been obtained s o  fa r  irre interim efficiencies 
only. Considerably higher efficiencies can be expected just from taking admntage of 
present technology, most notably in the generator a rea .  Additional efficiency can a lso  
be expected to result  from additional development in the three major component a reas .  
Laboratory microwave system efficiency projections a r e  given in Figure 8. in which an 
efficiency of 69. 0% is projected with the best  use of present technology, and an  efficiency 
of 78% i s  projected after  a \igorous program of resea rch  and development. 
1 .3  Basic Improvements in Rectenna Design and Measurements of Rectenna 
Performance 
The ear ly  system study of the design requirements imposed upon the re- 
ceiving a r r a y  and the subsequent efforts to improve the capture and rectification 
efficiency of the receiving porlion of the system have provided many concepts and a 
g rea t  deal of design information. Much of the philosophy of rcctenna design, a cons~dcrab le  
amount of irnalysis, and many of the improvements in the rectenna were  discussed in the 
Phase I1 final report. Work under Phase 11 introduced the concept of the rectenna clement 
utilizing a half-wave rect i f ier  circuit ,  :I new GtrAs Schottky barrier diode. and .I \v:i\-e- 
filter input for energy storage and suppression of harmonic r:ldistion. There  was a l so  
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a considerable amount of analysis ,  and the f i r s t  e f for t s  a t  a computer  program which 
would accura te ly  take the nonlineari t ies  and the fine s t r u c t u r e  of the rectenna e l emen t  
into account. Work  under Phase  I1 did not r e su l t  in a new rectenna but it laid the 
foundation for a grea t ly  improved rectenna in Phase  In .  Becausc  of the i m p o r h n c e  of this  
work under Phase  11, we  have included it a s  Appendix I of this  repor t .  
We will include h e r e  a brief summary  of the rectenna word done under the 
final phase of the contract  and not repor ted  upon previously. It  was  apparent  f rom :in 
ana lys is  effort  s t a r t ed  in Phase  I1 and completed in Phase  I11 of the. l o s ses  in the d iode ,  
backed up by measu remen t s  of diode p a r a m e t e r s  and microwave r ~ t i f i  a t i o n  cfficicncy. 
that it should be  possible to design diodes that would opera te  a t  consider:~l>ly higher 
efficiency than those tested in Ph:ise 11 and which were  (;:iAs Schottky I);i~.ricr d icdcs  
designed for  Impatt  Applications. This  work is covcrcd in Sect ion 1.0 of this  repor t .  
A s  a resu l t  of this  e f for t  and :I c lose  working relat ionship with the Rnythcon c~pc.r;ition 
which des igns  GaAs Schottky b : ~ r r i e r  diodes,  we wcrc  ;able t o  work out a p rocu r r~men l  
program for  diodes in Phasc  111 t h ; ~ t  not only resul ted in diode lots  whosc  ;iveragcl 
efficiency was  much gre:iter IIU! whosc cfficicncy v ; i r i :~ t~on  was  rcmark:~I~l!. sn1;ill. 
In addition, the procurement became an  ext.1-cise in how to  specify diodes that would 
provide consistently high microwave rectification efficiency without the diode manu - 
facturer having to concern himself with any microwave testing. This became a pro- 
curement model for the diodes in the JPL RXCV program. 
The distribution curve of efficient} is given a s  Figure 9. The cr i t ica l  
efficiency parameter  in specifying diode procurement is the forward voltage required for  
200 mill iamperes of forward current ,  a s  this parameter  is closely related to  the s e r i e s  
resistance in the diode which i s  the pr i~ic ipal  source  of diode loss. The distribution 
curve with this parameter is shown in Figure 10. The diodes having high voltase a r e  
seen t o  lie beyond the normal distribution curve  and were  invariably associated with low 
microwave rectification efficiency. 
A decision was made in Phase I11 to construct  the tes t  rectenna in such a 
way a s  to obtain the maximum amount of tes t  information from it,  including some reliable 
measurement of the amount of reflected power. This lat ter  measurement i s  desirable 
from a fundamental point of view, because while i t  has been assumed that the collection 
efficiency of the rectenna can, like a conventional phased a r r a y ,  approach loo%, an 
experimental confirmation i s  needed. The gaussian illumination pattern on the test  
rectenna made it necessary to operate the rectenna elements over a power range of 
fifty to one, and over this range an element without retuning can have a considerable per- 
centage of the incident power reflected. It was,  therefore, necessary to assign each 
element to ;I position in the a r r a y  and then tune it for minimum reflected power a t  the 
power level anticipated for i ts  operation. The c i rcular  gaussian illaminntion pattern 
made it convenient to parallel the outputs of the elements sharing a common radius and 
form a se t  which used a common load res is tor .  In an a r r a y  of 199 elements,  it was found 
that there were  22 common radii including the center clement, and that there  were  e i the r  
6, 12. o r  18 elements in a se!, excluding the center  element. I t  was a l s o  possible to 
instrument the individual power output of each element by means of an individual socket 
with a current  jack. 
The rectenna resulting from phase  111 is  shown in Figures 11, 12, 13, 14, 
and 15. These figures show in the following order:  a front view of the rcctenna with 
199 rectenna elements in place; a r e a r  view ol the rectenna showing the individu:ll sockets 
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Figure 19. ~ i ~ i e l d  Pattern in the H-Plane for the Dual-Mode Horn taken at a 
distance corresponding c lo se ly  to that of thv rcctenna for  majority 
of efficiency tes ts .  
ie also cloee to a gues i an  illumination. The phase front of the beam a t  the traaemitting 
aperture murat be spherically ctoncave to f i t  the Goubau relationship. Tbe use of un 
ellipsoidal refleetor oonverts the convex phase front of the beam from tha dual mode horn 
to the desired concave shape. The general approach for the whole system is shown in 
Figure 20. 
<kte of the exercises in this study was to develop the equations for the 
design of such a system. I t  is believed that thie is the first  time it has been done. The 
results of this study were published in Reference il. 
A complete system a s  shown in Figure 21 wrrs also constructed and 
experimental data obtained. The system and the microwave beam patterns obtained 
from i t  a r e  discussed in the Phase II report. During Phase Ill there was an  opportunity 
to perform d c  to dc tests using this system. It performed well, yielding an  overall 
efficiency of 45.696 compared with an efficiency of 51.2% without the ellipsoidal re- 
flector. The results would have compared more favorably if there had not been some 
aperture blockage of the rectenna caused by the dual mode horn itself. 
1.6 A New Design Procedure for a Low-Cost Ellipsoidal Reflector 
The need to develop a new cost-effective procedure for the design and 
construction of ellipsoidal reflectors became evident in the desire to check out the 
design procedure a s  outlined in Section 1. 5. 
It i s  believed that a novel solution ws worked out for this need. Figure 22 
illustrates the construction technique. In essence the spatial coordinates for points on 
a plane passing through the ellipse a r e  generated and transferred from a computer program 
tu a tape controlled machine which punches holes corresponding to these coordinates in 
a sheet of metal. This sheet of metal is then bolted a t  the construction site i f  desired, 
to vertical columns in a plane surface. Other sheets corresponding to other planes 
passing through the ellipse a r e  punched in a similar fashim. When all  the sheets a r e  
bolted into position, thin metal rods a r e  pushed down through the holes, and it is the 
total surface generated by these rods which defines the ellipsoid surface. The tolerance 
that can be held by this technique is plus o r  minus 0.010 of an inch exclusive of the 
flatness of the plane surface to  which the members a r e  bolted. 
The finished reflector i s  shown in Figure 23. 
Figure 20. The design appr-ach to a microwave power transmission system 
of a rb i t ra ry  distance and efficiency makes proper use of an 
elliptical geometry and the focal points of an ellipse. The feed 
horn placed a t  one focal point illuminates an appropriately s ized 
a r e a  of the ellipse which efficiently focuses the microwave power 
upon a collection o r  reflector a r e a  a t  thc second focal point. 



2.0 OVERALLDC TODCEFFICIENCYMEASUREMENTS 
Measurements were made on two different laboratory systems for the measure- 
ment of high overall dc to d c  efficiency. In the f i r s t  system, the recknna was directly 
radiated by elre dual h o r a  In the second sys:em an  ellipsoidal reflector was used to  
increase the distance of power transfer but still maintain high efficiency as  explained in 
Section 1.5. A photograph of the f i rs t  system is shown in Figure 6. A photograph was 
M taken when the measurements on the second system were made but the arrangement 
of the dual nlode horn and the reflector is identical to that shown in Figure 21. The 
improved rectenna also occupied the same position a s  the ear l ie r  model rectenna occupied 
in Figure 21. 
Both experimental systems were identical from the power input to the power supply 
for the magnetron to the output of the dual-mode horn. The schematic for this part of the 
system is shown in Figure 24. The complete system for the direct  radiation of tk rectenna 
is shown in Figure 25. As shown in Figure 24 a microwave-oven magnetron was used a s  the 
ac to microwave converter. Its output was connected through a ferr i te  circulator to the 
input of a dual mode h o r a  The gaussian- shaped radiation pattern from the dual mock 
horn was directed upon the r e c t e ~ a  r ray  which contained 199 rectenna elements. The 
dc output connections from the rectenna elemznts were wired together in sets a s  shown 
in the format of Figure 26. All rectenna elemeqts in a given s e t  had approximately the 
3ame incident power level upon them and they were individually matched for minimum 
refiected power a t  a partictilar incident power level. The matching was done in the expanded 
waveguide test fixture shown in Figure 27. As shown in Figure 26, the dc output of each 
s e t  of elements was fed into a separate load resistor. There were 22 load resis tors  in all. 
The total dc power output was the sum of the powers in the separate load resistors. 
A typical s e t  of data is shown in Figure 28. The dc input power into the magnetron 
is measured carefully, and the dc power output from all of the load resis tors  i s  added 
together to give tht total power output. The efficiency i s  the dc power output divided by the 
dc power input. The d a b  in Figure 28 indicates an ovcrail efficiency of 50.07. The 
estimlzted probable e r r o r  i s  2 3  giving a possible range of 487 to 527 for the efficiency. 
In cddition to computing the nverall efficiency. the ratio of the dc p o w r  output to 
the rf power input to the throat of the dual mode horn was  measured. In this p t r t icu l -~r  
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case an  efficiency of 77.5% was computed. 
The value of 51.2% for d c  t o  d c  efficiency was obtained c n  July  19th 1974. This 
measurement compares  with the certified 54.2% that was made in March, 1975, af ter  an 
efficiency improvement in the rectem elements of 1. 5% and efficiency improvements in 
magnetron and waveguide. 
Figure 29 shows the power outputs of the e!ements in a n  a r r a y  a s  a function of their  
distance from the center  of the array.  A gdussian curve can be  fitted to this data quite 
accurately, indicating that the distribution of rectified power output in the r e c t e ~ m  closely 
follow7s the distribution of incident microwave power. 
During the development of this a r r a y ,  it was difficult to predict in advance the amount 
of the incident power that wauid be reflected from the a r r a y  Hou7ever. ;i number of things 
can be  varied a f t e r  the rec tenm is constructed to  give s o ~ n e  adjustmcnt. The power input. 
the septra t ion of 'he dipole from the reflecting plane, and the load res is tance can be  varied. 
The amount of r e t l e c k d  power can be measured by examining the standing wave 
ra t io  in front of the rectema.  The resul ts  a r e  not generally \s l id  for arbirr;try i l lumi~ut ion ,  
but ii the incident beam is gaussian and the reflected beam is a l s o  gaussian, the measure- 
ment is considered to be valid. The VSWR measurement is m:tde by means of a niotorized 
probe a s  shown in Figure 30. For  accurate  data the probe is positioned at one centimeter 
intervals and the 1-eirdings of probe power a r e  made with the probe stLltion:~r\-. 
tTsing thc ;'SWR measurements ;is ;I c r i ter ia .  it w:~s found that the amount of reflt.ctcd 
power was  clitite small .  Although the v:rluc varied with the separ:rtion of thc dipolc from the 
reflecting plane, the m;rsimum amount of rcf1ec:ed power \v;ts s t i l l  small. The data belo\\. 
indicates how reflected power virried with the dipole to reflecting pl:~nc scpar;ttion. 
Sep?r;rtion distance b(.t\\:cen VSWR ra t io  Corresponding v;tlue of 
dipole and I-c.flc~cting pl:~ne db r c f l ~ c t ~ d  p w e r  
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The above data was taken with an rf power output level of 478 watts. 
The value of efficiency obtained when the ellipsoidal reflector was used and the 
rectenna moved to a point 20 ft from the reflector was 45.6%. This valde agrees well 
with the expected degradation from 51.259 caused by spillover losses around the 
ellipsoidal reflector and blockage of some of the reflected power by the dual mode h o r n  
In conclusion, it i s  noted that the various procedures and instrumentation for  
obtaining accurate data were not discussed in detail in view of the fact that the celtified 
tests made later a r e  the important ones in establishing the credibility of the measurements. 15 
However, measurements were made with care  for accuracy and validity and a11 meters  were 
properly calibrated. 
3.0 PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE RECTENNA E JXMENT 
By using a testing arrangement such ilS shown in Figure 27 ,  it i s  possible to 
approximate the incident f r e e - s p c e  radiation that the element would be exposed to in 
i ts  position in the rectenna while s l i l l  having a closed system in which the incident and 
reflected powers can be measured very accurately. A s  a result  of this testing sr range-  
meni, it i s  possible to conveniently investigate a wide range of performance parameters ,  
and re la te  the microwave behavior a t  the sei of input termintils with the dc  behavior at 
the s e t  of output terminals,  o r  vice-versa a s  shown in Figurc 3 1. These relationships a r e  
most important in predicting the behavior of the rec!enna. 
3. 1 Overall Efficiency and Conversion Efficient. .is :i F unction of DC Load 
Resistance 
This rehtionship,  esperimentnlly measured,  is sho..bn in Figure 32. F o r  
a given rectenna element circuit design, it i s  found that for cbver:, input power level there 
i s  a combination of dc  load resisklnce and posit ion of the t r immer  which ~ 1 1 1  reduce the 
reflected power to  zero. Then if the dc l o ~ d  resist:tnce i s  \:i~-icd. the overall  efficiency and 
conversion efficiencj will v:lr\ :is shoivn in Figure 32. I t  is seen that the dc load resistance 
can vary considerably fi-om its optimum value without :I dr;istic: inipict upon the efiicienc!.. 
The data of Figure 32 indicates. however, th:~t if the rc~f1ectc.d power is sut)tractcd from the 
incident power to compi~tc the conversion zfficiency. there is still  an efficiencr. drop which 
varies with load in a symmctric:~l  \I al~out  hc mntchcbtl 1o:ld rc~sist:incc.. Hcnce thcrc a r e  
other contributions to the tlrop i n overall  cf f ic ienc~-  I~c\.orni t h . ~  t of thc rcf1cctc.d potvcr loss. 
The data shown in Figure 32 w a s  t:l;;en for one v;iltic. of m icro\v;tvc input power. :< \v;~tts. 
3. 2 Reflected Pctvcr ;IS ;i Function of DC 1,oad Ill~si..;t;tncc- for 'I'no Yallres of 
R l  icronrn vt. Po~ver  Input 
This rclntimship is shown in Figure 33. Thc. ~.c~t'lec.rc~d pcnvcl ;IS i t  function 
of the dc load resistance c;ln be roughly predlctccl on the. I~:tsis of 1.c.flcctlo11 loss from :in 
unmatched transmission line. that is. :i ch:ingc. in the> dc 1o;rd rc.sistancc : I ~ . ~ ~ H ~ ; I I - s  :IS ~111 
equiv:~lent change in t l ~ c  m lcron:i vcB load. Ilowcvcr . th,. ~ ~ c ~ f i o ~ . t  Ion ( , I  c tor ( l ochs  not go to 
unit\ with sh:;r-~ circuit  o r  open tit-cuit 1o:ids. 1:oi- thc 10 ohm 1o:td :111d 10'11: ohm load 
conditions sho\vn in F ig l~rc  33, the clemcnt absoi-1)~ .tl)out :lo , ol the- ~)o\vcr I;tlling or i t .  
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The power absorbed in the diode and the r e s t  ol the rectifying c i rcui t  
under these conditions mcst  be dissipated in the rectenna element itself. The data of 
Figure 33 is. theretore,  important in determising the amount of power absorbed. 
Even if all the absorbed power shown in Figure  33 s t  the shor t  a;ld open circuipd 
conc',;tions were  dissipated in the diode, the values :,re quite low for the three watt and 
s i x  watt 1np.i 2onditions ;'nd should not !w a sourcr: of failure. Howevel-, f o r  open- 
c i rcui t  conditir~ns Sigher m w e -  !evels. the dissipation in the diode may be con- 
siderably higher thtiu for ttk s a m e  Dower r~nder  st.ort circuited conditions 
3.3 C~-iera!l Eff.ciency and Reflecttd p0wc.r :IS 3 Function of Frtquenc! with 
?;be Recteluia Elements 0dim;zed a t  2443 hIHz 
.4s shc-.vn in Figure 34. the r e c t e n n ~  element is ;I brosdb:~nd device whose 
efficiencies remain h;:h o \ e r  :i quite hrozrd r:.nge of i r t q u c n c i c ~  The rertennrr e1emei.f 
used in the t e s t  -&as tu:lcd to r  optimum respJnse a t  2-14> hIHz. The measured eificiencv owr 
Lke band 2365 hIHz to  2470 hIHz is 33 + 1'7. The incrcasc* in cff~crencq s h m n  below 2350 
hfHz is probably not real. The measuri,lg system w a s  not calibrated in t h ~ s  region. 
The csusc of t k  smal l  cyclic \ariat ion i s  efficiency e\-ident in t k  d:~ta has not yet been 
identified bat is apprrently related t o  the ~ 9 n f i g ~ r a t i o n  f the test setup used. 
3 .4  Overall Efficiencx rind Reflcctcd Po\vcbr a s  -1 Function of Input Po\vcr Levc.1 
fo r  an  Element hiatched f o r  :In Incident Pouer  L e \ t ~ l  of 3 Watts 
This d:ita is a l . 0 ~ 7  in Figure :15. 
The w r h t i o n  of ~-t.ilt>ctcd iw>\vcBr a s  :I Iirnction of ovc.r;rll e f f~cicncy : r i d  input 
power ~ c \ e l  for :I given setting of thc. t r immcr  is oi PI-.:ctic:~l impor:3nce. This  v;iri.~t ion 
i s  shown for one of thc hISFC c.lcnic.nts \>:hose trinimt.1- is st.1 tor niininlunl reflection :il a n  
input p v c r  l u w l  of th,-ee wntts. I t  is ~lc>tc.d that the ~llicic.~ic. \  rcbmains high for  :I high range 
of microwr~vc po\h 2r input. 
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The relationship is dmm in Figure 36. It ia an important rehtionsbip in 
ascertahiqg the amouut ot current wUch is drawn throllgh the diode when i t  is opera- 
inbo a short circuit. The amouat of curmot, in tum, is important in clearimg a fault 
eeosgd by one of many &txb operate in prallel dewlopisg a &ort circuit withia 
ituelf. 
Anotber important but simple r e l a t i d i p  in the rectenaa element is the 
highest temperatwe readd by the disk as a fumction of heat dissipation within the diode. 
TUB relatioloehip may be &own schematically as in Figure 37. For pmctical purposes, in 
the meteama element there a r e  two hemt resistances coolrected in series. One of these is 
tk mistance tR heat flow within the diode itself, and the other is tbe msistance to heat 
flos fran the point of thermal coooection to the diode to the point where the rectenoa 
element is heat-sinlaeb Tbe latter point is where tbe redenna element is connected to 
the dc current collecting bus which usually has a large radiating a rea  and which wili run 
a ta  temperatureofat  m a  20c0 above ambient The beat resistance d the diode is 
I6 to 2CK? per  watt and the heat resistance of that portion of the rectenna element which 
tramports heat to the heat sink area iu 15c0 per wat t  Therefore, if the diode i s  dis- 
sipating cwe watt within itself, there will be a maximum temperature drop of 3%' to the 
heat sink point. 
3.6 Characteristics of tbe Loar Pass  Wave Filter 
Andher  important property of the rectenna element i s  its harmonic filtering 
capability. This is essential not d y  to prevent excessive harmonic radiation from the 
rectenna but is also essential for  the highly efficient operation of the rectenna element. 
Tbe two section low pass filter, shown in Figure 15, a s  the section nearest to the dipole, 
was designed us* conventional wave-filter theory and taking fully into account the two 
terminal-pair characteristics of the transmission line sections which comprise the 
'linductivew sections of the filter. The computed phase shift and mid-shunt characteristic 
impedance of a network section a s  a function of frequency are shown in Figure 38. The 
attenuation characteristic of the network a s  a function of frequency i s  shown in Figure 39. 
It  will be noted tbat tbe characteristics a r e  somewhat different from a lumped-circuit 
RF POVIER INPUT f'.'i) 871418 
Figure 36. DC output current and absorbed power as  a function of micro- 
wave power input for a DC load short in thc. r e c t e n n a  e !c .~nc \n t .  
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Figure 37. Equivalent circuit of heat flow from the hottest part of the 
diode to the heat sink in the MSFC rectenna element. 
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filter design as would be expected. The filter characteristics were not generally 
experimentally evaluated. However a check wae made a t  the fundamental freqileacy by 
means of '8-curves1' to determine how well the characteristic impedance of the network 
matched the input impedanw to the antenna. The impdance match was well within 25% 
and may have been better. The match is certainly good enough to reduce s t a d i n 4  wave 
losses in the filter sections to a negligible amount compared with other !oeses in the 
reckuna element. 
4.0 DESIGN OF A DXODE FOR THE NEW MSFC RECTENNA 
Initial exgerimental and analytical work on the characterization of critical diode 
parameters in Phase II made i t  possible to specify a diode design for the improved Phase 
IIJ rectenna. While we had a substantial number and variety of Schottky barr ier  diodes to 
test in Phase II, there were few instances in which the rectenna element efficiency 
exceeded 80%. Clearly, an improved diode design was needed. 
Appendix I indicates the nature of the losses in a diode. They consist of (1) the 
Schottky barr ier  voltage drop, (2) the loss in the series resistance of the diode during the 
conduction period, and (3) the loss in the series  resistance of the diode during the non- 
conduction period caused by the charging currents flowing to the capacitance of the diode. 
Appendix I also provides an approach to estimating these losses individually. 
During Phase 111 some simplifying assumptions were made concerning the operation 
of the diode which permitted estimating the losses in the diode a s  a function of the voltage 
breakdown, Vbr, in the reverse direction, and the area of the junction. With these 
simplifying assumptions and the use of Figure 5-10 in Appendix I, it was possible to find 
s n  optimum design for the diode. 
The model of the simplified rectification cycle is shown in Figure 40. In using this 
model it  i s  assumed that: 
1. The conduction current in the forward direction is flat topped-- tha t is,  
it has a constant value throughout the conduction cvcle. 
2. The voltage waveform during the non-conduction period i 3  sinusoidal and the 
maximum inverse vol tage just swings to the V of the diode. br  
3. The Schottky barrier voltage is taken a s  the intercept ci the tangent to the 
forward voltage current characteristic at a value of 500 ma with the zero 
current axis. 
These assumptions in conjunction with the work in Appendix 1 results in the set of 
equations given in Appendix HI. 
When this set  of equations is applied to both the GaAs-Pt barrier and the Si-W 
barrier, we obtain the curves shown in Figure 41. These curves point out how thc 
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Figure 40. Idealized model of the rectification cycle in the usc of a 
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Figure 41. Microwave l o s se s  in an _ .,mally designed diode a8 a function of input 
power level for a microwave impedance level of 120 ohms. 
individual losses vary a s  a function of the power level. The total-loas curve shows the 
substantial superiority of the GaAs material a t  the higher power levels. 
Figure 42 indicates how the area of the junction impacts the efficiency. At high 
power levels, a large junction area is clearly indicated. 
Figure 43 indicates how the reverse breakdown voltage varies a s  a function of 
power level for an optimally designed diode. Given also on this figure a r e  the zero- 
bias junction capacitances for various sized junctions and Vbrls. 
The use of this design process has been quite effective in increasing the efficiency 
of diodes in rectenna element circuits. However, the simplifying assumptions must 
introduce substantial e r ro r s ,  since no accou:lt is  takerl of circulating harmonics which 
must increase the losses. 


5.0 RECOMMENDATIOW FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT EFFORT 
Tbe fslbwiog mxsmmendatioae ard made within tBe context ol improviw  ti^! 
basic technology of micrawawe power transmission in terms of better cawpoaents and 
in terms d better overall efficbmy and distance of transmiswim, Tbe influence of 
specialized applications sucb aa the Satellite Solar Rwer Station which results in 
specific caxnpooeot bardware is minimized in favor of obtaining higher letel performance 
in essentially laboratory demonstrations in the near-term time irame: 
(1) Fmqmcy &kction for  Development Effort 
Tbz ISM Band 2450 plus and minus 50 MHz is recommended on the 
basis that (1) the frequency is in a region where higb efficiency of the compownts 
can be obtained. @) nearly all  of the microwawe power transmission experience k s  
been accumulated a t  this ftequenc_v, and Ixxause (3) important applications may fall 
a t  or w a r  this frequency. 
The empbasis of the MSFC effort has been upon improving the rectenna 
device to Lhe point where the microwave gerrerator i s  now. the bottleneck in improving 
the overdl1 efficiency. Therefore. emphasis should now be pbced on the development 
of an efficient microwave generator. A decision on the power level and the general for- 
mat of such a tube may be dependent upon some application. assuming that the application 
does not compromise the gual of obtaining the highest efficienc? possible. The SSPS 
application which requires a directio~ml amplifier in the 5 kilowatt CW region and the usc 
of a pure-metal platinum secondary emitter cathode for long life could s e t  the parameters 
for such a tube development. The e f f i c i enc~  goal of such a d~\c lopment  should not he 
less than 85% a s  defined by the ratio of m icrowave powvel- sddcd hy the genera tor to thc 
dc power input to the generator. Since 85% can probably be rc:cched with present design 
expertise. a longer range goal of W e  should be set  in order  to introduce additioml design 
approaches 3nd refinements. 
(3) Demonstrat ion of Irrtproved Or.erali DC to DC E if icicbncr\- 
It is recommended that a laboratory set-up for the dcmonstr:ition of 
improved dc  to dc efficiency with an objective of an  overall efficiency In the 65 to 70'; 
region be assembled. that the highly efficient genera tor developed rcndcr i tern 2 be 
used as the generator and that an improved reclew* sufficiently large to absorb 
the 5 kilowatts of r€ pawer be used as the receiving element. Tbe standard dual m&- 
horn would be used as tbe transmitting antenna. 
(4) Demonstration of Improved DC to DC Efficiency Over a m r  Distance 
Present demonstrations of overall dc to & efficiency over sbort distances 
in a n  inside laboratory fall short of full effectiveness in demonstrating the concept of 
transmitting power without wires. I t  is recommended that the techniques that haw been 
developed for efficiently transmitting m ic rounw power over longer distances and 
described in section 1.5 be utilized for a demonstration of free-space power transmission 
over much longer distances. 
*Impro\rmcnts in the :tnalysis of :and the efficiency of rcctcnn;t c.lcnicnts is now in 
progress under NASA LeRC Contract + N.4S 3-19722. 
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APPENDIX I 
RECTENNA DESIGN IMPROVEMENT 
IN PHASE II ACTIVITY 
Pages 5-15 through 5-62 reprinted from PT-3539. 
the Phase I1 Final Report. 
5.3 Topology of Rectenna Circuits 
One of the elements in the rectenna improvement program is the 
incorporation of a low-pass filter which will prevent the reradiation of power 
at harmonic frequencies, thereby preventing undesirable radio frequency in- 
terference (rfi) to other users  of the radio frequency spectrum and maximis- 
ing the operating efficiency of the rectenna element. A second objective of 
the program is a design which can eventually be directly incorporated into a 
printed circuit o r  stripline configuration. Such a configuration has long been 
the ultimate objective of the rectenna development because of i t s  light weight, 
low cost, and physical flexibility. Flexibility is desirable in a space applica- 
tion because of in-flight storage and in-space deployment considerations. 
To further understand the new design approach in te rms of the 
dual objectives of utilizing printed circuit or stripline technology and incorpor- 
ating filters, the reader is reminded that to achieve high efficiency, a rec- 
tenna must be a two-level structure. However, the second level is merely 
a reflecting aurface which need not be physically coupled to the front surface. 
The front surface plane can then be used to: 
1. Absorb microwave po*knr 
- 
2. Rectiiy it 
- 
3. Collect rectified power in dc collecting busses which car ry  the 
- 
dc power to the edges of the rectenna section for collection into 
larger busses 
4. Prevent radiation of power a t  harmonic frequencies 
- 
T h e  u s e  of the  front  plane for  the f i r s t  t h r e e  of these  functions is 
charac ter is t ic  of s e v e r a l  experimental rec t snaas  that have  been constructed 
and tested. However. the installation of f i l te rs  which will  p r e v e ~ t  the  r e rad ia -  
t ion of all power at harmonic  frequencies has not been charac te r i s t i c  of the 
experimental  rec tennas  c o n s t r u ~ t z d  s o  far. To prevent  ha rmonic  radiat ion 
i t  is necessa ry  to i n s e r t  a low-pass f i l te r  between the  antenna element,  which 
absorbs  the power f rom space, and the  rectifying element, Th i s  is shown 
schematical ly in F igure  5-3. 
A low-pass f i l te r  mus t  be constructed with inductance and capac- 
i tance i f  the losses  are to be minimized. and the result ing configuration i s  
shown in Figure  5-4a. Fil;u.e 5-4b also shows how a single diode could be 
incorporated a s  a rect if ier .  but the re  a r e  o ther  a r rangements  which could 
incorporate severa l  diodes in a function o ther  than pure  paral lel  operation. 
F o r  the present  discussion. howeve&-. attention will be focused on  the filter.  
It will be noted f i r s t  that  the low-pass f i l te r  allows the top and 
bottom of the network to btb a t  different dc  potentials. It therefore  follows 
that the conductors which fo rm the top and bottom of the f i l te r  can be used 
a s  dc busses  to t ranspor t  the rectified power to  the edges of the a r r a y .  A 
second aspect  of the f i l ter  that must  be taken into consideration i s  that a 
physical space i s  required for  the  construction of the f i l ter .  Tte space r * -  
quircd i s  roughly- proportional to the number of f i l te r  sect ions required. 
and thcre  a r c  likely to he a t  least  two. A convenient place to put these  fil-  
t e r s  is in the space between two of the half-wave dipole antennas a s  showen 
.in Figure  5 -4 b. 
The second consideration i s  the possible rect if ier  configuration 
that could be employed a t  the two-terminal A-A' connection shown in Figurc. 
5 4 a. If a full-wave rec t i f ie r  i s  employed as in F i p u r t  5 -5a. an  additional 
Lus will be required. and if i t  i s  kept in the same ?lane a s  ah<. other  coil- 
ductors  without intersect ing them. it must  pass  through the  center  line of 
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Figure 5- 5. Full- Wave and Bridge- Rectifier Configurations in R e -  
lationshp t o  Wave Filter Terminals 
the capacitances. This is probably not practical. If a full-wave bridge-type 
rectifier is used (as in Figure 5-5b). the problem becomes even more acute, 
since two additional terminals a r e  created. If the terminals of successive 
rectif iers a r e  connected in  parallel, two additional busses will be required. 
Both the rectennas built internally a t  MSFC and those built a t  Raytheon have 
used bridge-type rectif iers and the power has  been collected by a single dc 
bus, connecting the elements in  ser ies .  But these rectennas contained no 
fi l ters between the rectif iers and the dipole antennas. If f i l ters were in- 
serted, the schematic would then have to look like that. of Figure 5-6 and 
there i s  no single-plane topological solution since the filter i s  a two-terminal 
pair device. There i s  klso the problem of a strong second harmonic content 
at  terminals B-B' and the suppression of i t s  radiation f rom the se r ies  bus. 
It would therefore appear that i f  a full-wave rectifier o r  a bridge-type rec-  
t if ier  i s  to be connected to terminals A-A' an additional plane would be re -  
quired for  bussing the power. This does not necessari ly rule out these con- 
figurations since there may be no disadvantage in using stripline configura- 
tions and there may be some advantages. This will require more detailed 
studv. 
Figure 5-6. Schematic Showing Difficulty of Incorporating Wave  Fil ters ,  a 
Bridge-RectiEcr, and Power Collection Busses on  a Single Plant* 
5- 20 
Before ending the  discussion of rect if iel  ~liij ;urations, it should be 
noted that if the top and bottom conductors a t  A-A' a r e  broken, a two-terminal  
pa i r  network m a y  be  inser ted  and th is  can lead to  an  e lement  tl-.-st looks like a fil- 
t e r  section. One example (shown i n  F igure  5-7) of a two-ter la1 pai r  s t r u c -  
tu re  that could be useful is a low-pass f i l te r  e lement  made up of the capacitance 
of the diodes themselves with a n  intervening inductance whose value i s  such that 
the f i l ter  opera tes  at or nea r  the  upper cutoff f r e q u e ~ r y .  Under that condition, 
rect if ier  diodes a r e  operating 180° out of phase. This  filter sect ion then be- 
haves a s  a full-wave rec t i f ie r  i n  the sense  that cu r ren t  llows into the dc  busses  
on both halves of  the r f  cycle. Such a n  element could have a considerable amount 
of energy storage, i. e. , a significant Q, If the device were  fed f rom one side 
only, the symmetry  of the rectification p rocess  would be affected, being l e s s  
affected with the higher Q values. The symmet ry  could b e  r e s to red ,  r e g a r d l e s s  
of the Q value, by feeding the network f r o m  adjacent half-wave dipoles a s sumed  
to  be excited in  the same  phase. 
F igure  5-7. An Approach to an Effective Fu l l -Wal . , ,  lit-ctific,r with(.>l,~t Intro- 
duction of another Bus ( D i o d e s  a r c  1 XU0 out of  phase 1 
Until now. a general discussion of whether the rectifying element is ex- 
cited by one dipole or more than one dipole has  been avoided. Referring to 
Figure 5-3. if F1 and F2 are identical then the rectifier will be excited by mi- 
crowave power flowing f romthe  left and right. Furthermore, a l l o f  the di- 
poles will have some mutual coupling to each other through the shared micro- 
wave circuitry and there will be some compromise in the desirable non- 
directive properties of the reetenna. On the other hand, F2 can be a filter 
whose upper cutoff frequency is below the frequency of the incoming radia- 
tion se that it will not transmit the fundamental frequency either to the right 
or leR. and hence the directive properties of the rectenna will be unaffected. 
T'he filter, of course, will Look like a reactance above cutoff and this  must  be 
taken into account in the design of the circuitry. It is probable that the choice 
which is made in this matter will depend upon how important the non-directive 
property is i n  the intended application, 
In r m s t  of our experinentai  work. we have assumed that only a single 
dipole is involved with the rectifier. This permits designing and testing 
a single element of the rectenna according to the procedure that we have used 
success~r l ly  in the past. This procedr*re makes use of a section of expanded 
waveguide into which th: complete element i s  .matched. Accurate measure- 
ments of efficiency can be made, ;.:* :he cross-section of the expanded wave- 
guide has meen correlated with the area take l  up bv the element in the finished 
rectenna. The electrical and mechanical design of the eiement is such that it 
cz.n be adapted to a printed circuit or stripline configuration. 
5.4 Rectenna Element Improvement 
5.4. 1 introduction 
The task of improving the rectenna element efficiency was 
approached by determining the a r eas  of loss within the element and by lower- 
ing the los res  in the most cri t ical  areas. At the same time. it was necessary 
to  maintain thr high absor,rti,-n efficiency of the element and avoid reradiation. 
Since preliminary calcda ' rons  had shown that skin losses  within the s t ructure  
of the element should account for less thati *me-fourth of the experimenrally 
measured values. the main focus of this effort was cnnct .~tra ted on a study of 
the semiconductor diode. This study was undertaken using the following dif- 
ferent. but *upportive tacks: 
1. Mathematical analysis of the probable diode loss mech- 
- 
anisms. 
2. Comp~ter ized  transient analysis of the rectenna element 
- 
performance with numerical output of waveforr.ir and losses.  
3. Experimental program of measuring diode efficiencies with 
- 
parameter variations among individual diodes. 
I'rcliminary tes ts  Isee Table 5 -  1) on a coaxial test fixture 
(Figurc 5-8) she\\--.‘ ,hat supcrior power handling capability and rectiiication 
efficiency could bc obtained from Raytheoc's Special Microwave Devices Oper- 
aLion9s GaAs diodes as compare.l to heu-!ett-Packard Associates'  siiicon diodes. 
Accordingly, further tes ts  and analyses \-.ere confined to these GaAs d, .v~ces .  
5. 4. 2 Diode Selection and Cha racte rizatiorl 
The diodes testt-d were produccc! i n  a thrcc--dimensional matrix 
of characteristics. The varying parameters  u7..rc brrakdown voltage, junction 
capacity, and h.k-contact type. 
-he diode modcl chosen for analysis and 

Table 5- 1. P r e l i m i ~ r v  T e s t s  of Diode Efficiency 
Rs C v br R~ Pin rl 
Mic ro State 
-
(pF1 ( V l  42- ( W )  (%I 
Crc;up 1 4 1.5 80 800 1 78 
400 3 78 
Group 2 5.8 4 63 200 3 78 
500 i 76 
HPA5082 Series  
- 
- 29 30 5 0.8 5 0 
Sampled only: only efficiencies 
l ess  than 40% were found. 
computer characterization was determined by the diodes tested experirnentally. 
The package in  which the diode chip was encapsulated (see Figure 5-91 deter-  
mined the parasitic case parameters. The junction parameters  a r e  uniquely 
determined by material  used to set  the breakdown voltage of the diode and by 
chip s izes  into which i t  i s  cut (see Figure 5-10). 
Figure 5- 11. which will be referred to often in  the follot~ing 
discussion. pulls together the diode model used. The elements a2noted Cp and 
Lp (the package capacitance and inductance, respectively). a r e  those determined 
by the encapsulation. Cj, the junction capacity, anti lis the scr:es resistance 4' 
of the epitaxial region. a r e  those parametcrs detcrnlincd by the physical prop- 
t t i e s  assigned to G a s  in Figure 5 -  10. R s  3 ,  Rs ,. and R s ,  a r c  farther addi- 
L 
tions to the diode s e r i e s  reststance due to thc s u b s t r a : ~  material,  the back 
contact. and the leads interior to the case. Thesr  rcsistanccs cannot bc ob- 
jectively separated for measuremerlt o r  analysis and arc- therefore lumped wi -h 

Voltage 

Rs and called simply Rs in  the subseauent discussion. The perfect diode 4 
which models the Schottky-barrier is rigorously described by the relation- 
ship betwc-n the current through it and the voltage across  it by: 
However. the CaAs-platinum junction used can be described a s  having no 
conduction below 0. 5 volts forward bias and infinite conduction above that. 
The approximation is valid a s  long a s  a significant part  of the cycle is not 
spent i n  the 5 mA to 50 rnA conduction region. 
The only factor which does not figure esplicitly in the model 
is the diode reverse breakdown voltage. It. however. will be contained im-  
plicitly in the combination of diode capacity and, ideally. resistance chosen. 
due to the character of the epitaxial diode region. A brief explanation of 
those relationships is given in the following paragraph. 
The diode junction breaks doum in the -eve r s e  direction when 
the electric field gradient becomes too high in the epitaxial region. The steep- 
ness of this gradient i s  determined by impurity concentration. The greater  
that concentration. the sharper the gradient. If we dcnote the width of the 
region across  which thc gradient a p p e a r s  a s  w, then 
where K = a collection of physical constants 
N = the impurity concentration 
V H  = the Schottky-barria-r height 
V = the v~l t .age imprt>s.sc*c; o n  tht- i ! ~ n c  tion 
To the approximation that the maximum E-field the mater ia l  
can tolerate is constant (it changes by only a factor of 2 over 3 o rde r s  of mag- 
nitude changes in N in the region of interest), the breakdown voltage: 
The width, w, called the depleted width of epitaxial mater ia l  in Figure 5- 11, 
can also be seen t-, set  the capacity of the junction: 
where A is the a r ea  of the junction. Substituting in  the previous expression 
for w. a s  a function of impurity concentration and applied voltage: 
If we describe a new parameter, the zero bias junction capacity. Co 
then, 
The junction capacity then increases under forward bias and decreases under 
reverse bias and i s  generally higher for greater impurity concentrations. 
The epitaxial res;stance will also be influenced by the dopant 
level and the applied *-oltage. Ifw, i s  the full width of the epitaxial la--er and 
a i s  the conductivitv of thc region, then 
w h e r e  cr i n  a semiconductor  is desc r ibed  by 
where  q = e l ec t ron  cha rge  
N = appropr ia te  c a r r i e r  impur i ty  l eve l  
p = appropr ia te  c a r r i e r  mobil i ty  
R s  will then d e c r e a s e  with i n c r e a s e d  r e v e r s e  vol tage and i n c r e a s e  with de-  4 
c r e a s e d  r e v e r s e  voltage, and a t  a n y  voltage be i n v e r s e l y  propor t iona l  to  
c a r r i e r  density. 
In summary .  i nc reas ing  dopant dens i ty  i n c r e a s e s  capac i ty  
and  d e c r e a s e s  r e s i s t ance  and breakdown voltage. Increas ing  the junction 
a r e a  i n c r e a s e s  capaci ty and d e c r e a s e s  res i s tance .  and a l s o  i n c r e a s e s  power 
handling capability. T h i s  pair  of t radeoffs  \ t i l l  be impor tan t  i n  choosing diodes 
f o r  ~ p t i m u r n  per formance .  
5. 4.3 Diode Efficiency Analys is  
Before beginning a n  ana lys is  of the  diodes. a s e t  of impedance  
measurement ,  fur ther  descr ibed  i n  sect ion 5.4 .5 .3 ,  w a s  undertaken to  e s t ab l i sh  
the corrt-spontfence between the diode charac te r iza t ion  and the expe r imen ta l  
act ion of thc  devices  obtained. Good ag reemen t  w a s  found bet\vecn m e a s u r e d  
and  calculated Cj(V1 and bet-.wen published and m e a s u r e d  Cp and Lp. The  
s e r i e s  res i s tance .  Ks, \vhilc dec reas ing  a s  predicted f rom forward t o  s m a l l  
r e v e r s e  bias. increased  under  s t ronge r  r e v e r s e  b ias .  Brcausc  the ove ra l l  
effect  was  ne i ther  v c r y  s t rong  nor  highly predictable, the tfiode r e s i s t a n c e  
was  considered to be independent o f  voltage (equivalent to a s suming  that uii - 
depleted epitaxial r c s i s t ance  did no: dominate- in the diode).  
~ i s t o r i c a l l ~ "  2, the diode as a microwave rectifier has  been 
considered to be dominated by its low frequency junction characteristics, with 
microwave frequency reactances acting as only perturbations to that picture. 
This r sew i s  difficult to justify in light of :he changing impedances in the diode 
conduction process. The package inductance. Lp, in ser ies  with the junction 
capacity. Cj, combines for complex impedances varying from -j 200 to + j 10 
in the diodes used. This appears in ser ies  with a resistance of only about 1 
o r  2 ohms. 
During a cycle, the diode is still dominated a s  necessary by 
i ts  junction. However, the effect is not to switch the diode from short to open 
but rather to determine which reactive element dominates. During most of 
the cycle. while reverse bias conditions prevail, Cj (V ) dominates the diode 
performance. If one drives the diode sinusoidally and neglects the effect of 
harmonics. the diode will be self-biased to some dc level with the drive sig- 
nal superimposed: 
where VDC is the output voltage. 
To arrive at a simplified description of the reverse loss, 
neglect all  other components with respect to Cj(V) and keep Rs a s  the lossy 
element. Then, for a forward conduction angle of 28 and 
where 
VB = Schottky-barrier voltage 
Co = Zero bias junction capacity 
the reverse loss 
m a y  be written as 
n/2 - 0  
2 V B  V o  eos wt (wdt). 
2t (VB + VDC - Vosinwt) 
- n / 2  
If, as a n  additional s tep,  one a l lows  
a s  a useful approximation of the  output voltage in  a wel l -matched c a s e ,  the  
loss i s  
i n  the r e v e r s e  d i rec t ion  f o r  angles ,  8 ,  i n  the range  of 5' to  about 60' . 
To obtain the angle,  8 ,  one mus t  pe r fo rm a n  opera t ion  to 
de r ive  thc c u r r e n t  flow i n  the forward  d i rec t ion  and f r o m  the equation of 
cha rge  conservat ion in  s teady  s t a t e  solve for the angle 9 .  The l i t e r a t u r e  
advoca tes  a s t rong s implif icat ion o f  this  problem. Th i s  approximat ion  
s t a t e s  that a l l  of  thc reac t ive  cornponefits o f  the c i rcu i t  are  tuned out a t  
the fundamental.  and a pulse of charge  flows, control led by the remaining 
l o s s  r e s i s t o r  ( R s )  
3n/2 n/2  +8 r /  2 +O 
Ijdt = I 1 1 V o ( s i r -  ~ 0 . 8 )  dyl Jjdt = 
v~~ 
= -  = 
vocose 
RL RL 
k, tan8 - 8 9 
RL * - w 3 n 
where R L  = output r e s i s to r  
VDC = output voltage 
'j = junction current  
Disregarding the se r i e s  inductance, Lp. of the diode renders  such a resul t  
invalid since that element will not pass  the spikes of current  th t analysis  im- 
plies. This  problem i s  so  complex that only the computer numerical analys is  
detailed la ter  i s  secn a s  a useful tool in solving the problem. The loss  due 
to the junction offset is :  
independent of the shape of the current  pulse a s  long a s  the junction i s  turned 
on enough for the two line approximation to the diode charac ter is t ic  t o  be valid. 
Having de termined  what the diode l o s s e s  should be, t hese  va lues  m a y  be 
divided by the power input to give the l o s s  as a percentage.  By wr i t ing  
where  r) = overa l -  ..lement efficier:.cy, one obtains ,  for  r e v e r s e  l o s s  percentage,  
and for forward junction l o s s  percentage  : 
The  forward  conduction l o s s  is s t i l l  not known accu ra t e ly  
enough f o r  a diode \vhich departs significantly f r o m  10.~7 frequency c h a ~ a c -  
t e r i r  :its t o  be includ~,ct he re .  
Yithout a s ta tement  of forwc.rd l o s s  ant1 conduction a.ngle in  
closed form,  on(. i s  in no position to  r igornus ly  optilnize the interdependent  
cha rac t e r i s t i c s  oi thc diode: Co, Rs ,  and V B R ' Choosing the ex t e rna l  oper  - 
ating leve ls ,  Pin anr l  XI,, preset l ts  a s i m i l a r l y  complcx problem. It s e e m s  
l ikely that  one wouid prc.fer to tninimizc both R s  anti C o  simultaneously - a n  
operat ion which i s  invalid frorn both m a t e r i a l s  anc: chip sizing points of v .  . 
T o  rninimzze the product R S C ~ '  would not be sufficient without taking into 
considerat ion the secondary  effect  on possible  l r v r l s  of VDC a s  influenced 
by VBR. The inclusion of the effect of forward loss, prohablv independent 
of Co but not of Rs ,  i s  a l s o  unlikely. It was decirfetl t h r  rcforta to undertake 
a digital  computer  ana lys is  o f  the c i rcu i t .  
To d n e  a compgQer an the analysis of the rectenna elerrratat, 
r strai@tforaard traneiemt soiution was mught. The rectenna element, in- 
eIrrBing its semic~adaetor rectifying device. it .rse in the continuia~[ eacperi- 
meatal 3reparn (see Figure 5-12), was -&led se a set of idealised lumped 
elemen . (see F i r e  5-13). The jttpctioa e k  , zm@a were made voltage depen- 
de& k yield the rectifylag aetion. A eet of d; fr ?ontial equations is h n  writ- 
ten at wcb current mode in the Petwork in &r * 6f voltagee and element d u e s .  
The eqgacions are  then digitised: tBe time differential equations are written 
in terms of small finite difference equations. Thus 
becomes v(t) = ~ ( t - A t )  + f(v.t. ... ) At . 
I£ a second degree equation is written a t  a node. it should be in terrns of the 
first differential of the node variable. the variable itself i f  present. and the 
integral of the variable. That integral becomes simply the continuing sum- 
mation of the product of the variable and the time interval. 
The equation set must then be driven by a source and some 
determination must be made of when a steady-state condition is reached. To 
do this. the power output is  integrated during each cycle and the achievement 
of steady-state i s  assumed when the change from one cycle to another becomes 
a small fraction of the total. This process may be shortened by introducing 
a dc bias to the structure to avoid waiting for the long charging constant of the 
high capacity employed to get the dc output. When steady-state has been 
achieved. the waveforms for a cycle a re  read-out and Fourier-analyized if 
desirable. 
In adopting the rather simplistic approach of solving a set of 
non-linear equations numerically, it is important that the time interval chosen 
be short enough so that it  will not interact a s  a delay with any other time con- 
stants in the equations to cause physically non-existent oscillations. In the 


case of a rectityiog circuit genemting many harmonics, the option of setting 
to sera time constantc whieh are small with respect to the reciprocal of the 
drive frequency is o p e a  as h u e  times may be comparable to harmonic 
time conataats. 
With this in dad. the c o e r  program was written and 
nuo. The output waveforms departed sabstaabiall~ from those predicted by 
a s s u m i w  low frequency operating conditions with lasses as perturbatioas. 
In particular. the series inductance of the diode limits coaductioa in the for- 
ward direction b a low value. The diode generates a significant second 
harmonic output, apparently due to the aan-linear junction capacity. The 
losses i n  the diode (modeled as having Rs = I ohm everywhere, Go = 5 pF. 
and breakdown voltage in excess of 120 V )  amounted to about 10% with an  
excess  of 8% in the reverse  direction. The bulk of loss  appeared to occur 
a t  just slightly negative voltages where low junction capacitive reactance, 
further reduced by the inductive reactance, allows large current to flow 
through the diode resistance. 
It appears probable that losses elsewhere in the rectenna 
element must approach those in the diode itself, perhaps due to large c i r -  
culating harmonic cur rents and resistive circuit losses. Resistive circuit 
losses  a ther  than in the diode itself were not taken into account in the first 
writing. This and several other problems have thus far  made the computer 
model ineffective a s  a precise predictive tool. In particular, because of 
the much higher than expected harmonic content in current and voltage wave- 
forms, even short lengths of lines must have their parameters distributed 
and not be modeled a s  the inductances they appear to be a t  the fundamental 
frequency. 
Several valuable insights have evolved, however. The 
junction capacity variation with voltage has proved a powerful generator 
of second harmonic energy. The inductances present near the diode pre- 
clude a current sp;ke of forward conduction and give a broad. relatively 
settle& forward claaracteristic. The greatest currents and losses ia aloe 
d i d e  occur at just slightly reverse Mas tarhere the 5uactioa capacity is 
high. Losses a r e  probably so dependee on the phases of the harmonics 
added in the diode taiat: aaalyses at single frequencies are imralid. Re- 
verse conduction losses are  overwhelmingly predominant (diode modeled 
had Co = 5 pF. Rs = 1 n. V,, a 40 volts). but the total diode losses c d -  
culated are  only half the losses measured experimentally. Finally, the 
eomputer is a far more valuable analytic tool than any reasonable mathe- 
matical analysis could be. 
A plot of junction current and junction voltage from a single 
run appears as Figure 5-14. The circuit was driven from a sinusoidal source 
w i t .  zero phase a t  zero degrees. The plot must be considered only represen- 
tative of an approxirration to these important parameters. 
5. 4. 5 Experimental Investigation of Rectenna Element Efficiency 
5. 4. 5. 1 Introduction 
Both mathematical and computer analyses were under- 
taken to draw together the results of an experimental diode efficiency test 
program. The program was ucdertaken to establish. by systematically 
varying diode parameters. a direction to move in selecting optimum devices. 
In particular. a correlation between the two physical diode parameters (dopant 
concentration and chip size) and microwave rectification efficiency was sougk. 
In rmperation with Raytheon's Special Microwave Devices Operation, GaAs 
diodes of various chip sizes selected from materials of three impurity concen- 
tration levels were obtained. Their pertinent microwave circuit parameters 
were measured and efficiencies as  functions of load resistance and power 
level were derived. 

Description of the Samtde Space 
The diodes -1ected may be characterized by a matr ix  
of three dimensions. One is the #;-pant level as indicated by breakdown 
voltage; another is the chip size as indicated by the zero bias capacity of 
a particularly doped material. The third dimension exists for only a partial 
s e t  of the points determined by the f i rs t  two selection characteristics: it 
is the type of back-conk-ct made to  the diode and is described as being ei ther  
ohmic or rectifying. The rectifying back-contact is produced when the highly 
doped substrate material  is plated to produce a contact to the fixture (see 
Figure 5- 11). For IMPATT oscillations, the purpose for which the diodes 
are usually employed, this junction is biased fa r  forward and is of no con- 
sequence. The ohmic junction is produced by alloying the substrate with 
the contact material and is apparently more difficult to employ. According- 
ly, an initial comparison was made between diodes with both types of back- 
contacts. 
The impurity concentration levels i n  the materials used 
gave reverse voltage breakdown levels of 160 volts, 95 volts, and 50 volts, 
approximately. Diode zero bias capacities for these three materials ranged 
from about 3 pF  to about 10 p F  with diodes in a given group within * 10% of 
some central level. All sizes were produced by the normal method of etching 
a chip with around 12 p F  capacity. 
In manufacture, each diode i s  assigned a number. All 
digits preceding the "S'identify the particular wafer and, therefore, doping 
concentration. The following numbers, except for the last  digit in parantheses, 
will identify diodes processed in the particular manner chosen. Table 5- 2 i s  
designed to identify representztive diodes tested from each individual class. 
These diodes will be referred to in later discussion and have typically the best 
efficiency characteristics of any diode in their  respective groups. In addition to 
the features just listed by which the diodes a r e  classified. the measured serie s 
resistance i s  included. 
Table 5-2. Mode Selection Character i d c s  
Breakdown 
Diode No. Volta~e WBR) Okunic -
Yes 
No 
Yes 
Yea 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Mo 
Yes 
Yes 
Mo 
-- - -  - - -- - 
* Measured at  - 10 V bias. 
** Diode from chip in initial preliminary testing program. 
5. 4. 5.3 Experimental Procedure 
The diode microwave circuit parameters of the diodea 
listed in Table 5-2 and others of their type were measured in a coaxial fixture 
terminating a 50-0 line. That fixture was a series connection of the diode and 
a large capacity across which a dc bias could be applied. 
The minimum position and amplitude of the standing-wave 
ratio in  the line were compared to those occurring with a short  circuit  a t  the 
diode position. A precision attenuator with a detector whose output was dis-  
played on  a digital voltmeter read the VSWR over a range of 0 to 50 dB with 
a n  accuracy of f 0.2 dB. The position of the minimum in the standing-wave 
pattern was read from a vernier  scale on  the VSWR measuring carr iage to a n  
accuracy of * 0.2 mm. 
These measurements were  taken over a large range of for- 
\%-ard and reverse  dc biases with small microwave signals uscd for  measure- 
tnent, since both av. rage circuit parameters  over a cycle and parameters  a t  
particular bias levels were sought. Prel iminary testing indicated that the com- 
plex impedance changed rapidly a t  smal l  values of bias voltage and more 
siowly a t  higher values. Accordingly, a somewhat logarithmic progression 
of test  points was chosen ( - 0 ,  -0. 5. - 1.0. -2.0. -5.0, - l(i.0. . . to  breakdown) 
in the reverse  direction. In the forward direction. points a t  typically 1 mA, 
50 mA, and 100 mA were measured. The complex impcdancc was virtually 
the same a t  the 50 m A  and 100 m A  points and indications wcrc that i t  would not 
change with greater forward bias. The amplitude of the sampling was typically 
on the order of 1 to 4 V. The greater signal levels were only used a t  greater  
dc bias levels where they were necessary to get a good re~cling. The change 
in model parameters with voltage should have bccn slow c:nough to avoid 
I I smearing" the voltage minimum at the various bias levels. 
The standing-wave ratio varied from 2 5 rlB to 47 dB, de- 
pending on the diode and the bias. Due to the very s ~ n a l l  sc*ric.s resistance of 
the diode compared to the 50-ohm characterist ic of the iinc, the phase angle 
with respect to the short  position of the signal could be measurer1 around the 
outside circle of the Smith chart. This accurately provided the reactive com- 
ponent of the complex impedance, a value referred to a s  X i n  the following 
calculations. For R << Zo, as in all the measurements takcn. 
Using the diode model in F i g u e  5- 11, a method for deriving junction capacity 
(Cj), series resistance (Rs), and series inductance (Lp) of the diode from 
VSWR measurements may be postulated. The only assumption made in the 
model is that the case capacitance (Cp) is conrstant around 0.3 pF. This value 
is that measured ?qr Raytheon's Special Microwave Devices Operation on empty 
packages a d  is identified in the following expressions by its complex reactahce, 
-Xc, of around -210 at 2450 MHz. The series resistance of the reference short 
circuit (Rc) was about 0.3 ohms and is carried through the calculation as if it . 
were part of the diode resistance, and finally removed at the end. 
The inductance of the diode is derived from the model 
of the diode in fa r  forward conduction, which is a series connection of (Rs). 
and the case inductance (Lp). The resistance of the inductor (Xi) is identified 
as the reactance of the diode at 50 rnA or  100 rnA of forward bias. With  a 
forward bias. 
In the reverse direction, the interactjon between the shunt 
package capacitive resistance, in parallel with the series resistance, the junc- 
tion capacitive reactance (-Xj), and the inductive reactance (X1) yields a more 
complex problem. 
R S X  = I< s + j (Xt-Xj) Xc ( ~ t - ~ j - x c ) '  (XC + xj-XO) 
Xc 
or 
and 
For the set of diodes l i s ted  i n  Table  5-2, Rs(V), C~(V), and 
Lp were derived. That data w a s  then used to der ive  analytic express ions  
fo r  the  diode junction capacitance as a function of instantaneous voltage by 
graphical  methods. It fit v e r y  well  the function 
Lp and C p  were assumed to be constant. Reverse  RE was a slow function of 
voltage with a minimum of approximately - 10 volts and a maximum at break- 
down with a small rise toward z e r o  bias. Forward  series res i s t ance  (Rf) 
was  typically between the extremes of Rs. The element values derived w e r e  
used both as inputs to  the mathematical  model where approximations w e r e  
necessa ry  and to establish the numerical  levels  i n  the  computer program. 
h s imi la r  effort was undertaken to measure  the efficiencies 
of these diodes in the rectenna elcment. The  t e s t  fixture was that  of Figure  5-12. 
The dipole antenna on i t s  ground plane was mounted in a n  expanded waveguide 
fixture, designed to  simulate placemctlt of the e lemrnt  in  an  a r r a y .  That  wave- 
guide was  fed through an  atlaptor by a coaxial line containing the power moni- 
toring equipment. Input and rcflectcd power were  read to within calibrated 
a c c r ~ r a c i c s  of lVo o r  2To. Thc* diode-s were tested over  a range of calibrated dc 
output rc*sistance and rlc  output voltage was read to within I c s s  than 1% on a 
digital volttnetcr. 
F igures  5- 15. 5- 16, and 5- 17 present  the efficiencies a t  
thc 4-watt level of the rectenna elcment using diodes f rom Table 5-2 .  These  
f igures depict the efficiencies of diodes in the 50-volt, 90-volt, and 160-volt 
breakdown chip groups, rr-spectivc-ly. The performance of diode No. I3 C,SQb(6) 
at  an  operating level o f  4 t\atts is included on al l  for co~npar i son .  In Figure 
5- 18. the performance of the single diode (135Sf)h(6)) as a function of both dc 
resistance and power levcl is depicted. This  i s  thc hest diotle of a group taken 
f rom a GaAs wafer identified a e  being optimum in the p r c l i ~ n i n a r y  t e s t s  in co- 
axial  fixtures of G A S  diodes. The subs t ra te  mater ia l  of this  part icular  chip 



Figure 5-18. Diode Losses  as a Function of DC Load Resistance 
i s  superior to the substrate now in  general use by Raytheon's Special Micro- 
wave Devices Operation. The material  f rom which the chip was made was 
abandoned because of great  variation in material  properties and purity f rom 
one chip to another in a single wafer. T3e decrease in element losses  with 
increase in power level is typical of all the diodes studied. The narrowing 
of the rbnge of re-istance studied with increasing power is due to the entrance 
of reverse breakdown into the diode characteristic. Note, ho-vever. that in 
a l l  cases. a minimum of loss  was found between the extremes of resistance 
used. A complete listing of the efficiency data on a l l  GaAs diodes systemat- 
ically tested appears in Appendix A. 
F rom Figures 5-15 to 5-lb. a few definite trends have 
beei? established. Ohmic back-contacts a r e  definitely desirable. In the 
range of device capacitance examined, a general increase in efficiency with 
* 
decrease in capacity is present. The change in material dopant concentra- 
tion, while shifting the optimum operating point of a device, does not s e e m  
to affect magimum efficiency. In the groups of diodes tested there  was enough 
individual variation to preclude prediction of the operation of a ramlomly- 
selected diode. Experimental resul ts  in  conjunction with partial mathematical 
and computational resul ts  seem to indicate that losses  a r e  more nearly equally 
divided between the diode and the fixture h n  previously postulated. 
5.4.6 Special Topics 
Full-Wave Rectification with GaAs Diodes 
Preliminary resul ts  were achieved in  the construction 
and test  of a two-diode, full-wave fixture. In that experiment, two diodes 
were inserted in shunt ir, the element of Figure 5- 12. At power input levels 
of four and eight watts, efficiencies for the few diode pairs  sampled were a t  
least  a s  good as the results  with each diode taken individually. In one case. 
there was a n  increase to 79% from individual levels of 74' and 76%. These 
tests also appear in Appendix A. The rectenna eletllent structure 's  range of 
circuit parameters i s  probably not a s  nearly-optimum for the full-wave recti-  
f i e r  a s  for the higher impedance half-wave rectifier. 
5.4.6.2 High Power Rectification 
One nigher breakdown voltage diode was tested : t LO-watt 
and 20-watt input levels and found to be about 80% efficient a t  those powers. 
The results  of that test  a r e  given in Appendix A. 
5. 4. 7 Summa rv 
In the past year. the efficiency of the rectenna element has  
been raised from a previous maximum of about 74. 5% without a low-pass fil- 
t e r  to in excess  of 80% with a low-pass filter. At the same time, the number 
* A general decrease in yield with decrease in  chip size seemcsd to occur, 
making the manufacture of still  smaller diodes somewhat hazardous. 
d diodes necessary has been de~rea.ed from per elemlt o ooa per 
eleraeat. The power handling capability bas increased from a b u t  one watt 
per element to 20 watt8 per elem- rmudmum. The maximum power level 
in geueral tee- has been seven watts. While no consistent new predictive 
theory of d c ~ o w ~  o' rectification performaace has yet evolved. nbajor steps 
have been taken to unsettle old inatcarate postulates. to create new bases. 
and to dewebp new aasrlytical tools. 
5.5 Incorporation of the Rectenna Elemert into the Rectenna and 
Matching the Recteaaa to Space 
In section 2.5. it was pointed out that an efficient rectenna 
design was a three-level hierarchy starting with the most efficient diodes. 
followed by the incorporation of these diodes into efficient rectenna elements. 
and concluding with arranging the rectenna elements in the rectenna so that 
the incoming microwave energy wuld  be efficiently absorbed. It is this last 
step in the design procedure which will be examined in this section. 
The rectenna, from an electrical circuit viewpoint. may be visualized 
a s  shown in Figures 5-19 and 5-20. In Figure 5-19, a small section of a rectenna 
array i s  shown, consisting of an infinite number of equally-spaced elements com- 
prising an equal number of identical cells. Under these circumstances. all ele- 
ments will have the same amount of incident microwave energy falling upon them. 
Assume that the portions of the rectenna elements consisting of the half-wave 
dipole antenna and thcir spacings to the reflecting plane a re  all identical. Fur- 
ther assume that the magnitude and phase of the power reflected from any mis- 
mat :h from t h ~  combination of low-pass filter. rectifier circuit. and dc load 
a re  the same for all rectenna elements. It must follow then that any power re- 
radiated from one half-wave dipole must be the same in magnitude and phase 
as  from all other dipoles. The phase coherence will establish a reflected beam 
which can be compensated for by introducing a counter reflection, for example. 
by a sheet of plexiglass of the proper thickness and location. It follo=*s that if 
all rectenna elements are identical, and spaced identically with respect to each 
other and the reflecting plane, the rectenna can be matched to absorb all inci- 
dent power even though power i s  reradiated from * e  individual elements. 
- - - - - -  
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---- - - - - - -  
71Sm 
Figure 5-19. Section of Array Showing How Array May Be Broken-Up 
into a Large Number of Identical Cells  
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Of course, it is hoped that each rectenna element W u l d  be so well 
matched to the incoming wave that ao poanr aauld  be reradiated since the u s e  
of a oheet of dielectric material i n  fmnt  of the rectennr is both losoy and ex- 
pensive. We are ,  therefore, led to an attempt to design a r e c t e n c ~  which ab- 
so rb  100% of the incident power. 
Returning to Figure 5-20, it is noted that the receiving dipale 
couple. not only to  the space in front of it, but also to the other dipoles in 
the near vicinity. In the arrangement of elements i n  the rectenna currently 
beiw used, there is significant coupling to oix elements, although Figure 
5-20 schematically shows coupling to just two other elements. Coupling to 
elements beyoad the adjacent s ix  is small  and can be neglected. 
The mutual coupling is sufficiently large to make a significant 
difference in  the impedan:e t ransfer  function between space and the input 
terminals to the low-pass filter, and i t  must  be taken into account i n  design- 
ing the rectenga. 
There a r e  several  approaches which can be used to  arrange the 
rectenna elements so  that there is zero reflection of power. In the subse- 
quent material, we will d iscuss  three approaches and make a relative evalu- 
ation of them. 
The first  approach to be discussed i s  one that we have used suc- 
cessfully in the effort discussed in section 3.0. First .  the rectenna element 
is matched into a section of expanded waveguide which inaccurately simulates 
the infinite array.  Although the simulation is very coarse,  a good c o r r e s p n -  
dence to  an infinite a r r a y  with low reflection has been determined with a single 
t r ia l  setting of the adjustable parameters  availablr to the designer when the 
element is transferred into an infinite a r ray .  The confidence in being able to 
determine an excellent correspondence after additional trimming is very high. 
h fu*r suppopk of the ewohakion of thie appreach, it i8 noted 
that one of tBe earliest prerequisites of the rectepea devebgrnent wae the 
development of a recterrna element of high efficiency. Furthermore,  the 
rectenna element coasisted of a half-wave dipole and a rectifier circuit  
located in a plane above the reflection plane. The dc power was collected 
in this plane. The efficiency ewaluation necessitated a cloeed syrtern and 
this, together with the physical arrangement of the rectenaa elementr led 
to the expanded waveguide fixture. 
The use of this approach h a s  been subsequently modified to 
develop a rectenna element configuration with the half-wave dipole i n  front 
of the reflecting plane. the rectifying circuit in Back of the reflecting plane 
(as shown in Figure 5-12). and a transmission line and low-pass fi l ter  be- 
tween. The development sequence for this circuit is a s  follows. With t&e 
half-wave d~pole  inserted into the expanded waveguide fixture. the input im- 
pedance a t  the input terminals of the half-wave dipole antenna is elramined 
by S-curve measurements. The antenna length and penetration f rom the 
backwall is adjusted to eliminate any reactive component. The character-  
i s t i c  impedance of a parallel s lab line i s  then designed to match the input 
impedance of the antenna. The low-pass fi l ter  is also designed to this 
characteristic impedance a t  the fundamental frequency. Then the rectif ier  
circuit and dc load resistance a r e  adjusted to  give a match. 
Unfortunately, the single rectenna element tes t  fixture does not 
simulate the behavior of the same element in  an infinite array.  The infinite 
a r r a y  which the test  fixture does simulate is shown in  Figure 5-21. The 
actual situation in  the a r r a y  currently being used is illustrated in Figure 
5-22. 
The process of relating the measurements of Figure 5-21 to  
Figure 5-22 i s  shown schematically i n  Figure 5-23. Here, the t ransfer  
function, which will transfer the rectenna element a s  matched out i n  the tes t  
fixture of Figure 5- LO to a matched-out condition in the environment of an  
infinite rectenna array,  is seen to be a function of the cell dimensions 
- 
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Figure 5-21.  The Array and Illurnination Pattern Sirnulatcd by the 
Waveguide T e s t  Fixturc 
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Figure 5-22. The Array Cell and Illumination Pattern for the Array 
of Figure 3 - 16. 
Figure  5-23. Elec t r ica l  Schematic Indicating that the Spacing of  the 
Elements  on the  Rectenna Effectively P rov ides  a T r a m  - 
fer Function Between the  T e r m i n a l s  of the  Waveguide 
Fixture i n  Which the Rectenna Element  is Developed and 
the Free-Space Wave Incident Upon the A r e a  Occupied 
by the Cell 
TBAMSFER FUNCTION 
fb, b, c) 
J 
a and h in Figure  5-22 and the  spacing, c ,  of the e lements  f r o m  the r e -  
flecting plane. The  general i ty of the set t ings a ,  b, and c, to bring about a 
match to space  for  a single e lement  tested in a n  a r b i t r a r y  t e s t  fixture is in  
rlouht. However. f rom the re su l t s  of the work d iscussed in sect ion 3. 3.4. 
,i t r ans fe r  function i ; ~  t e r m s  of physical spacings h a s  been found which allows 
an  est imated 94% absorption of the incident energy. This  was  achieved with 
only two t r i a l  settings of the a, b, and c p a r a m e t e r s  and with rectenna e l e -  
ments  whose impedance input as determined by the waveguide t e s t  f ixture 
varied considerably. It i s  the l a t t e r  aspect  which a r g u e s  agains t  fur ther  
t r i a l  settings of a ,  b, and c ,  which can only be made with considerable ef- 
for t ,  to effect a further  improvement. 
' 
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I M E D B M E  AS SEEN AT 
IMPEDANCE OF CELL OCCUPIED INPUT T O  TEST FIXTURE 
AY RKTMNA ELWENT AS 
.biEN F R M  SPACE 
Another  approach  to the s imula t ion  problem is to ut i l ize  l a r g e r  
3 
test f ix tu re s  s u c h  as those d i scussed  by Haanan . However, t h i s  app roach  
has t he  following limitations: 
1. S e v e r a l  r ec t enna  e l e m e n t s  are n e c e s s a r y  (for example ,  4 f o r  
- 
a n  incoming beam incl ined 12O f r o m  n o r m a l  incidence or 
broads ide  f o r  a r e c t a n g u l a r g r i d ,  rectangular-cel l  format) .  
2. A broads ide  s imula t ion  is not possible .  
- 
3. T h e  waveguide test f ix ture  can  suppor t  h ighe r  o r d e r  modes.  
- 
The  latter l imitat ion r e q u i r e s  that  the test f ix ture  be  cons t ruc ted  accu ra t e ly  
and tha t  all of the rec tenna  e l emen t s  have  ident ical  input impedance. T h e  
difficulties that c a n  be encountered i n  s imula t ion  with mult iple  e l emen t  and 
mult iple  mode test f ix tures  are reviewed f o r  ano the r  s in-u la tor  i n  sec t ion  3. 3.3. 
The  waveguide s imulat ion is additionally difficult  f o r  the t r iangular-gr id,  
squa re -ce l l  f o r m a t  used in  t he ' a r r ay  of F i g u r e  5-22 and which h a s  decided a d -  
vantages in matching the s y m m e t r y  of a c i r c u l a r  incident  beam. 
A preferab le  approach  to  the problem of a r r ang ing  the rectenna 
c.lc*rnents in  the rectcnna io r  high absorp t ion  efficiency, q i s  to  s e p a r a t e  rap 
the development of a n  ci l ic ient  r ec t i f i e r  c i r cu i t  f r o m  the balance of  the r e c -  
tcnna including the half-wave dipoles.  Th i s  is now possible  because  the rf 
connection to e a c h  e lement  i s  now brought back behind the ref lect ing plane. 
Th i s  a r r angemen t  can be explained with the aid of F i g u r e  5-20. F i r s t ,  the 
f i l t e r ,  r ec t i f i e r  c i rcu i t ,  and dc  load a r e  developed t o  a p p e a r  as a matched 
load looking to the r ight  of the t e r m i n a l s  A-A'. Next, the balance of the 
s t r u c t u r e  t o  the left  of A-A' i s  developed to  appea r  as a match  looking to 
the left  of t e r m i n a l s  A-A'. Th i s  ma tch  mus t  be obtained when the e l emen t  
whose impedance is being measu red  a t  A-A' i s  i m m e r s e d  in  the a r ray ,  with 
the a r r a y  half-wave dipoles all exci ted in  the p rope r  phase,  and with ampl i -  
tude equal  t o  that o n  the e lement  whose impedance i s  being measu red .  
Another way of visualizing hew the match is obtained is that the 
power coming into the antenna f rom the mutual coupling to other radiating 
antennae and the power being reflected by the antenna itself must add vec- 
torially to zero so that there is no net power flow toward the terminals A-A'. 
It therefore follow8 that i f  the mutual coupling can be established between 
the element being measured and a l l  other elements, if the self-reflection is 
known, and i f  the aesumption is made that a l l  elements are  operating i n  time 
phase, the reflection coefficient can be e stablished. Fortunately, the coupling 
between non-adjacent elements is nearly negligible, so a sultable tes t  envi- 
ronment in  which to measure the coupling would be the six adjacent elements 
with perhaps another ring of elements beyond for guard-ring purposes. From 
a practical point of view. only the measurement of mu , 11 co.lpiing to adja- 
cent elements is necessary. This is further simplified by t're symmetry of 
the structure, reducing the effort involved in the determination of the scat-  
tering matrix. The variables used to effect a match a r e  the spacing of the 
elements from each other and their spacing from the reflecting plane. The 
60' triangular-grid pa:iern requires a fixed ratio of vertical-to-horizontal 
spacing of the elements. 
We a r e  now in a position to discuss the relative meri ts  of the 
three approaches to designing a rectenna with near 100?0 absorption efficiency. 
This is  done with the aid of Table 5-3. F rom this table, it i s  seen that 
method No. 1 i s  prezerred for a near-term objective of building an improved 
rectenna since the tc . t  fixtures for developing the rectenna element a r e  avail- 
able and the spacings of the elements in the rectenna have already been deter-  
mined to a fair approximation. Method No. 3, however, would seem to bc the 
best approach in the long run because it gives a much better insight into the 
amount of mutual coupling which exists and how this coupling var ies  a s  a func- 
tion of element spacing. It may also provide a means of evaluating the effects 
of a rapidly varying power density a s  a function of radius. This occurs n 
the edge of a rectenna composed of a relatively s inal l  number of dipolt 9 wherl 
the rectenna i s  illuminated with a gaussian beam ~ v h i c h  is only slightly trun- 
cated. 
T a b k  5-3. Approaches to 10070 Absorption Efficient y i n  Rectenna 
Method 
No. Method Description Confidence Effort Involved Evaluation 
1 Develop rectenna ele-  High - Has been suc- Medium - Two o r  Dest approach if objec- 
ment i n  expanded wave- cessfully used. Dues three rectennas have tive IS to build improved 
guide fixture and deter-  not depend upon in- to be constructed be- rectenna i n  minimum 
mine spacipg between direct  methods of de- fore best  match is t ime and with minimum 
elements in rectenna termining spacing of obtained. However. financial support. 
by experiment. elements. same elements will 
be used so that only 
cost of additional 
mounting plates and 
labor for mounting 
are required. 
Simulation of a r r a y  Low - Cannot simu- High - Construction Not recommended. 
in waveguide late broadride. Sub- of new tes t  gear  and 
ject to  e r r o r  because several  sete of iden- 
of higher o rde r  modes. t ical  elements. 
Separate rectif ier  c i r -  Medium in near - te rm High - Construction Probably best approach 
cuit  f rom rectenna because indirect of new tes t  f ixtures for the long-term. Gives 
element. Determine methods of datermin- and development of better insight into prob- 
scattering matrix for ing ~ p a c i n g s  a r e  sub- new tes t  methods. lem. Usee smal le r  num- 
element and reduce ject to e r r o r .  b e r  of elements to  deter-  
reflection factor to High in long-term 
zero by varying spac- 
mine proper spacing. 
ing between elements 
experimentally. 
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The first experiments involved attempting to bond mechan- 
ical  sampler of beam leaded devices to a substrate consisting of a 1/2 mil 
thick copper sheet laminated to  two mil thick Kapton. This initial attempt was 
not muccessful because the force applied to  the beam leads caused them to 
indent the copper. forcing the copper down into the Kapton substrate. The 
result  was that the wobbling bonding tool rode on the surface of the copper as 
well as on top of the beam leads. In addition, i t  was felt that a gold plate on 
the copper would be desirable for  f u t u r ~  experiments. 
To remedy the problem with respect to the indentation of 
the copper. a new Kapton-copper laminate was obtained in which the copper 
thickness was three mils. so  that the copper would ac t  as a heavy beam and 
would not bend. The Kapton. in this instance, was three mils thick. The su r -  
face of the copper was gold plated by the Techniques Laboratory in  the Micro- 
wave Tube Operation of the Raytheon Company. 
The experimental results  with this new material  were much 
more  successful. A nw.ber  of beam 1eaded.devices were bonded. However, 
the bond fell shorf of perfection. In  a standard test  of the strength of the bond, 
in which a shear  force i s  exerted on the beam lead device, only about 1/3 of 
the beam leads pulled away i rom the device and adhered to the gold plated sur -  
face of the copper. Upon inspection i t  was found that although the copper was 
not bonding, a coining operation was being performed in which the beam leads 
were actually being pressed down into the copper, the displaced copper flowing 
around the beam leads. Again. the limitation on the bonding was the riding of 
the bonding tool on the surface of the gold plated copper. 
As a control experiment we then used the same pressure  
and temperature to b. nd a beam leaded device successfnlly to a "standard" 
substrate consisting of a gold film deposited on  an alumina substrate. Ee- 
cause of the hardness oi the alumina there was n o  coining of the substrate. 
One way to overcome the coining difficulty would be to 
utilize a harder material. say. iron, OR which a gold film had been deposited. 
The poor heat conductivity of the iron, however, might not be satisfactory 
f rom a heat dissipation point of view. Another better approach is to utilize 
a dispersion hardened copper which retains good heat conducting properties 
but which has a hardness level several  times that of ordinary copper. 
No doubt a suitable material in both hardness and heat 
conductivity could be found from which to construct  the printed circuit. How- 
ever, in subsequent discussion with D. Walters and R. Ilgenfritz of the Ray- 
theon Bedford Laboratory. these experts in the bonding of beam devices ex- 
pressed doubt a s  to the reliability of any assembly consisting of a flexible 
substrate with beam lead devices directly bonded to it, They highly recom- 
mended an intermediate s tep in which the beam lead device would be bonded 
to a thin small  chip of alumina- This would not only solve the bonding prob- 
lem. but the alumina chip would have a mechanical strength many times 
greater  than the beam leads themselves. The alumina would F.ave sufficient 
strength to help hold the flexible rectenna together so  that large a r eas  of the 
Kapton could be cut from the structure and more  than make up for the additional 
small weight t t f  the alumina. A good feel for the relative strength of the alum- 
ina chip versus the beam lead can be obtained by comparing the cross-section 
of the alumina chip which might be 0.060 inch square and ten mils thick with 
a beam lead which i s  1/2 mil thick and 8 mils wide. The ratio of c ross -  
sections i s  150 to 1, and the alumina is  probably stronger. 
The information obtained from the experiments desc rihed 
above provides a basis for further investigation of the flexible rtictenna con- 
c ept. 
APPENDIX III 
EXPRESSION FOR LOSES IN DIODE AS % 
O F  MICROWAVE FOWER INPUT 
T H R E E  CASES 
2.74 
v 1 )  1 ( 1 r . ~ m @ )  + -- - 8 RL Area 
- 22 0.11 2 4.33 x 10 ( ~ r u r )  (vBR ) u V~ (I=+ cos 6 J q  ,R, 2 
I 8 1 -  - +  sin 0 w 
where 
V~~ = Reverse breakdown voltage 
7 = R F  to DC e: Ac iency 
zo 
= Characteristic h p e d a n - e  at  Microwave Input to  diode 
R~ = DC load resistance 
8 = L I Z  conduction angle 
Area = Area at junction in square centimeters. 
v~ = Schottky barrier voltage 
Case I Assume q = 0.9 ,  8 = 45'. RL = 140. Z = 120, V = 0 .9 ,  
9 0 B ti = (ZW(2.45 x 10 f and GaAs - PT 
Then : 
- 11 2. 74 1 . 4  (1 .250  x 10- (VBR) 0 . 1 1  
% loss =- t + 28.2 VBR (Area)  (Area)  + V~~ 
0.11 8 .4  VBR (Area) Jn (. 66 VBR! 
Case 2 Assume = 0.9. 8 = 60'. RL = 140, Z = 120, VB = 0.9 ,  
9  0 o= ( 2 ~ )  (2 .45  x 10 ) and GaAs - Pt 
Then : 
-
-11  2. 74 1.23 ( 0 . 9 4 ~ 1 0  ) ( V B R )  0 .11  
% loss = 7 + 19.9 VBR ( A r e a )  t 
ER (Area) 0. l i  
4 . 3  (Area) VBR I n  (1 .6  VBR) 
Case 3 (for Si- w )  Assume same values as Case  1, except VB = 0.5 
Then : 2.48 
1.84 ( 1 6 . 9  x lo-")  ( V B R )  - 0 . 0 2  
% loss= - - '103 Y B R  ( A r e a )  + 
'BR (Area) 
-0.02 
30.5 VBR (Area)  In ( 1 . 2  V B R )  
